New & Improved Roto-Tel:

- Accuracy ± 5%
- Service: LN₂, LAR, LOX, CO₂, N₂O
- Upgrades available for any Chart tank
- Standard on all factory liquid cylinders
- All mechanical float style gauge / no batteries required

Roto-Tel – The new liquid level gauge for all your cryogenic applications.
C-Stic
The Best Option in Liquid Level Gauges

New Technology C-Stic:
- Capacitance level gauge technology
- Reliable digital level display reads % full
- Accuracy ± 1%
- Service: LIN, LAR, LOX, CO₂, N₂O
- Retracts to any liquid cylinder
- Factory upgrade to any new liquid cylinder
- DataOnline ready units available / supports other telemetry providers

C-Stic – If your application requires greater accuracy in your liquid level gauge, we have the technology.